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The Elf 

 

You embody all the exuberance of the natural world, and the mystery of the energies within and beyond 

it. Plus, you are a great dancer. 

 
Attribute Maximums 

Awareness Brawn Charm Commitment Cunning Daring 

10 5 8 8 10 8 

 
Inherent—Rangefinders 

 Skilled with throwing and shooting, you can either add +1 arena to a ranged weapon’s range, or add 

+1 to hit with it. Decide which advantage to get every time you use this inherent ability. 

 
Limitation—Time Management 

 Time has a loose grip on elves, and they have a loose grip on time. A week may go by unnoticed, or 

they could go several days and forget to sleep or eat. It can be maddening for their more rhythmic-

living companions. They may be early or late, but they are almost never punctual. 
 

Signature Items: Camouflaging cloak (+1 Cunning to hide). Starting Coin: 3d10 silver. 

 

Available Talents 

 

 Animal Friend.** Constant. You can speak with any natural animal of the forest (and possibly those 

from outside the forest) though they may not want to be friends with you. If you do manage to make 

friends with an animal, it will travel with you and help you out for at least a day, maybe more. 

 

 Fey Light.* Rested. Focus action. You can summon a floating light source that follows your 

commands. It can shine as brightly as a torch or as dimly as a candle. You can bind the spirit to a 

single item to light up the same way, specifying what conditions make it glow (orcs being near is a 

common one.) It will not leave your arena unless you pass a Charm test difficulty 6, then it will go no 

further than an adjacent arena. It lasts until you sleep. If bound into an item, it lasts no more than a  

year and a day. 

 

 Fey Step.** Constant. You get +2 to any roll to travel from one arena to another. You are 

untrackable and never get lost in the woods. 

 

 Perfect Accuracy.** Arena.  Focus action. Attacks with a ranged weapon get +2 to hit or +1 Wound, 

decide after rolling. Outside combat, as long as you aim for at least a minute at something you can 

see, you will always hit it. You can initiate combat this way. 

 
 Quickened.** Arena. Spend 1 Awesome Point to win initiative. You must declare it before you roll. 


